1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Nitrogen based heterocyclic compounds play an important role in biomedical research and drug designing due to their immense potential against tumor cells. Pyridine is the most important nitrogen based heterocyclic ring system incorporated in the structure of many antimicrobial pharmaceuticals. Pyridine nucleus is prevalent in most of the natural products and is extremely important in the chemistry of biological systems. It plays a key role in catalyzing both biological and chemical systems. The wide-ranging biological activities are associated with many pyridines and its derivatives which ensure the importance of the study of this ring system. Pyridine exhibits antiproliferative [@bib1], anti-HIV [@bib2], anti-bacterial [@bib3], anti-malarial [@bib4], anti-fungal [@bib5], anti-oxidant [@bib6] and antitubulin activities \[[@bib7], [@bib8]\]. Pyridine forms the nucleus over 7000 existing drugs in pharmaceutical industries [@bib9]. Pyridine derivatives containing multi-functional groups such as streotonigrin, streptonigrone and lavendamycin are reported as anti-cancer drugs and cerivastain is reported as the HMG-CoA enzyme inhibitor [@bib10]. In many enzymes of living organisms, it is the prosthetic pyridine nucleotide (NADP) that is involved in various oxidation-reduction processes. Pyridine congeners are associated with different biological properties like pesticidal, insecticidal and fungicidal [@bib11]. 2-amino-3-cyano pyridine derivatives have been identified as IKK-B-inhibitors along with their importance and utility as intermediates in preparing a variety of heterocyclic compounds [@bib12]. 1H-pyrozolo \[3,4-b\] pyridines comprise a very interesting class of compounds because of their significant and versatile biological and pharmacological activities, such as antimicrobial, antimalarial, antiviral and antiproliferative [@bib13].

The vibrational spectroscopy like IR and FT-Raman techniques provide the useful information about the identification of biological system at the molecular level. Both these techniques serve as a spectral fingerprint to study the detailed information of the biological system. On the other hand, the Density functional theory (DFT) provides the theoretical prediction of molecular stability and reactivity which are essential factors in the arena of molecular drug designing and helps us to understand the chemical mechanism in biological systems \[[@bib14], [@bib15]\]. The compound, 2A3M5NP is a derivative of pyridine and to our best knowledge, no quantum chemical investigations were carried out for this compound. Considering all these aspects and the importance of the title compound 2A3M5NP, an attempt has been made to present a complete molecular geometry, vibrational analysis and other related properties of 2A3M5NP with the aid of quantum chemical calculations along with experimental results. The density functional theory (DFT) calculations have also been carried out to support the accuracy of wavenumber assignments. Detailed interpretation of the vibrational spectra has also been done in the present work which is validated with the calculation of potential energy distribution (PED).

2. Experimental {#sec2}
===============

The compound, 2-amino-3-methyl-5-nitropyridine (2A3M5NP) in solid form was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (USA) with purity greater than 99%. The compound is used as such without any further purifications. The FT-Raman spectrum of the compound is recorded in the region from 4000 - 100 cm^−1^ using BRUKER RFS 27 FT-Raman spectrometer with 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser source with a spectral resolution of 2 cm^−1^. The Fourier transform infrared spectrum of 2A3M5NP is investigated at room temperature in the region 4000-400 cm^−1^ using KBr method on Shiraz FTIR spectrometer. The UV-Visible absorption spectrum was recorded in the region 200--800 nm with ethanol as a solvent in SHIMADZU UV-2450 spectrophotometer.

3. Theory/calculation {#sec3}
=====================

All the quantum chemical investigations of 2A3M5NP are performed using density functional theory (DFT) by Gaussian 03 program [@bib16]. The geometries of 2A3M5NP are optimized with the B3LYP- exchange-correlation functional with 6-311G (d,p), 6-311G++(d,p) and cc-pVTZ basis sets. The DFT vibrational wavenumbers are calculated for the lowest energy basis sets, cc-pVTZ to confirm the absence of imaginary frequencies. The modes of vibrations are assigned by comparing the experimental results with the graphical interface GaussView 5 program [@bib17]. The electronic properties of the molecule are studied using time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) and isodensity polarizable continuum model (I-PCM). Investigations of various vibrational parameters and the PED calculations are done by VEDA 4 program [@bib18] and the consistency of the experimental and theoretical values are achieved by using different scaling factors.

4. Results and discussion {#sec4}
=========================

4.1. Molecular geometry {#sec4.1}
-----------------------

The title compound contains a nitro group, a methyl group and an amine group attached with pyridine ring. The energies of the title compound, 2A3M5NP are investigated by DFT/B3LYP level with different basis sets 6-311G (d,p), 6-311G++ (d,p) and cc-pVTZ. The corresponding energies are -547.617, -547.632 and -547.675 a. u respectively. The computed optimized geometry of 2A3M5NP possesses a C~1~ point group symmetry. The optimised structure of 2A3M5NP compound using DFT/B3LYP level with cc-pVTZ basis set is given in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The computed geometrical parameters like bond length and bond angles are listed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. The computed geometrical parameters are compared with X-ray data of closely related molecule 2-amino-5-nitropyridinium sulfamate [@bib19]. From structural data, it is observed that various bond distances of the title compound are found to be same for all level calculations. The introduction of polarization and diffusion functions show no significant changes in bond distances and bond angles. From X-ray diffraction studies of pyridine compound, it is found that C--C bond distances are 1.39 Å and C--N bond distances are 1.37 Å. The ring C--C bond distances are similar to pyridine compound except for C2--C3 = 1.420 Å. This is due to the introduction of methyl group at C3 and amine group at C2. The steric repulsion between the methyl group and amine group leads to distortion for C--C bond distance. The variation between bond distances N1--C2 = 1.34 Å and N1--C6 = 1.32 Å shows the ring C--N bond distances distort and leads to delocalization of electrons in the ring.Fig. 1The optimized geometry of the 2A3M5NP molecule at DFT/B3LYP level cc-pVTZ basis set.Fig. 1Table 1The computed bond lengths (Å) of 2A3M5NP molecule at DFT/B3LYP 6-311G (d,p), 6-311G++(d,p) and cc-pVTZ basis sets.Table 1Bond length (Å)TheoreticalExperimental^\[^[a](#tbl1fna){ref-type="table-fn"}^\]^6-311G (d,p)6-311G++(d,p)cc-pVTZN1--C21.3431.3431.3401.35N1--C61.3281.3281.3251.34C2--C31.4241.4241.4201.41C2--N71.3641.3641.3611.31C3--C41.3791.3791.3761.34C3--C101.5041.5041.501-C4--C51.3971.3981.3941.40C4--H141.0821.0821.0800.93C5--C61.3891.3901.3861.33C5--N151.4581.4571.4551.44C6--H181.0831.0831.0800.93N7--H81.0071.0071.0050.88N7--H91.0051.0051.0020.87C10--H111.0951.0951.093-C10--H121.0901.0901.088-C10--H131.0961.0961.094-N15--O161.2261.2281.2251.22N15--O171.2271.2291.2261.25[^1]Table 2The computed bond angles (°) of 2A3M5NP molecule at DFT/B3LYP 6-311G (d,p), 6-311G++(d,p) and cc-pVTZ basis sets.Table 2Bond angle (°)TheoreticalExperimental^\[^[a](#tbl2fna){ref-type="table-fn"}^\]^6-311G (d,p)6-311G++(d,p)cc-pVTZC2--N1--C6118.4118.6118.6122.9N1--C2--C3123.4123.4123.3117.3N1--C2--N7115.5115.5115.6119.3C3--C2--N7120.9120.9120.8123.4C2--C3--C4116.7116.7116.7120.3C2--C3--C10120.8121.0120.9-C4--C3--C10122.3122.2122.3-C3--C4--C5119.4119.5119.5118.9C3--C4--H14121.3121.1121.2120.5C5--C4--H14119.1119.2119.2120.5C4--C5--C6119.5119.6119.5120.7C4--C5--N15120.1120.1120.1119.4C6--C5--N15120.2120.2120.2119.8N1--C6--C5122.1122.0122.0119.6N1--C6--H18117.6117.5117.6120.2C5--C6--H18120.1120.3120.2120.2C2--N7--H8116.2116.9116.6122.1C2--N7--H9120.8121.1120.7124.1H8--N7--H9117.8118.0117.9114.0C3--C10--H11111.3111.4111.4-C3--C10--H12110.9110.8110.9-C3--C10--H13111.6111.7111.6-H11--C10--H12107.8107.7107.8-H11--C10--H13107.4107.5107.3-H12--C10--H13107.4107.3107.4-C5--N15--O16117.8117.9117.9116.7C5--N15--O17117.6117.7117.7119.0O16--N15--O17124.5124.3124.3122.5[^2]

4.2. Vibrational analysis {#sec4.2}
-------------------------

The molecule, 2A3M5NP consists of 18 atoms and have (3N-6), that is 48 normal modes of vibration which are both IR and Raman active. The neglect of anharmonicity, incomplete treatment of electron-correlation functional and deficiency of basis sets lead to the theoretically predicted frequencies overestimated than the experimentally observed frequencies [@bib20]. The scaling factor is introduced to improve a good agreement between the predicted frequencies and observed frequencies. The region below 1800 cm^−1^ is termed as the fingerprint region and the region has large density of states leads to congestion of absorption peaks. So a special attention is given to this region. In the present work, different scaling factors were introduced \[[@bib21], [@bib22]\]. The scaling factors 0.9242, 0.9697 and 0.9927 are used for N--H stretching, C--H stretching and other modes respectively. The scaling factor (λ) is calculated from the equation,$$\lambda = \frac{\sum_{\text{i}}^{\text{N}}\left( {\nu_{\text{cal}}\operatorname{*\nu}_{\text{exp}}} \right)}{\sum_{\text{i}}^{\text{N}}\left( \nu_{\text{cal}} \right)^{2}}$$where N is the number of vibrational modes, ν~cal~ and ν~exp~ are the calculated and the experimental wavenumbers respectively.

The vibrational assignments of 2A3M5NP molecule have been made by using GaussView software and the potential energy distribution (PED) calculations are carried out by using VEDA software. The vibrational assignments of 2A3M5NP along with IR intensity, Raman activity, Raman intensity and potential energy distributions are shown in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}. The combined experimental and theoretical FTIR and FT-Raman spectra of 2A3M5NP are shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.Table 3Experimental and calculated frequencies of 2A3M5NP by DFT/B3LYP method with cc-pVTZ basis set.Table 3S.NoExperimentalTheoreticalIR IntensityRaman ActivityRaman Intensity% PED assignmentsFT-IR (cm^−1^)FT-Raman (cm^−1^)Unscaled (cm^−1^)Scaled (cm^−1^)13451 vs3456vw3727344444.3756.4359.73ν~as~ NH (100)23320 s-3599332694.88248.33297.27ν~s~ NH (100)33262 w-321131131.9747.1883.07Ν CH (99)43127 s3063 vw319931020.2170.82126.17Ν CH (100)52943 w2946 w311330189.3355.30107.66ν~as~ CH (90)62915 w2916 w3051295816.3990.07187.01ν~as~ CH (99)72857 m-3009291727.10220.74478.74ν~s~ CH (91)8\--16511639358.4759.41698.60ν CC (27) + β HNH (33)91652 vs1661 vs1633162173.976.9684.24δ HNH (29)10-1601 s16231611110.9018.65229.16νCC (24) + β HNH (17)111586 vs1580 s15671555129.1417.07229.24ν NO (63)12-1491 m1513150129.106.7098.27β HCH (79)131481 s1476 m148914788.287.63116.54δ HNH (79) + τ HCCC (14)14\--14781467104.7014.12219.76ν CN (19) + β HCH (15)15\--1462145113.9414.26228.09ν CN (19) + ν CC (33) + β HCN (11)161422 m1415 m142214116.038.35142.99δ HCH (87)171346 s1351 s13651355513.96287.545443.03ν NO (62) + β ONO (12)18-1341 m1357134776.1237.01710.37ν CN (51) + β HCN (17)19\--1343133399.29132.592610.82ν CN (43) + ν CC (14) + β HNC (10)201291 m1296 vs1295128519.2711.19240.99β HCC (33) + β HCN (35)211263 w1210 w1223121427.3623.83587.87ν CC (27) + β CCC (29)221105 m1104 m1125111673.2917.90538.72ν CC (27) + ν CN (12) + β HCC (31)23\--107110631.430.041.58β HCH (22) + τ HCCC (74)241036 m1054 m104710394.154.48159.84ν CN (23) + β HNC (46)251008 m-1019101110.543.89147.67β HCH (11) + τ HCCC (52)26-958 m9829746.010.9539.53τ HCNC (78) + τ CNCC (12)27938 w-9769688.2710.76452.02ν CC (28) + ν CN (13)28916 w-9549476.590.4520.19τ HCCC (71) + τ CCCC (10)29824 w828 m84383618.831.5691.52δ ONO (41) + β CNC (10) + β CCC (14)30-776 m79679021.370.7449.72τ CNCC (13) + γ OCON (13) + γ NCNC (33)31768 m-7797738.7225.651794.28ν CC (14) + ν CN (11) + β ONO (11) + β NCC (15)32742 m-7687623.621.1281.00γ OCON (70)33657 m656 vw6616566.802.06207.77ν CC (10) + β CNC (12) + β ONO (12) + β NCC (13) + β CCC (22)34558 s553 vw5625573.741.39200.10β ONC (43) + β NCC (12)35\--5535485.642.74409.52ν CC (10) + β CCC (12) + τ HNCC (10) + τ NCCC (11)\
+ γ NCNC (14)36532 m-5515462.931.80270.71τ HNCC (61) + γ CCCC (10)37\--52952522.001.51249.12β ONC (78)38442 w442vw4414372.650.1026.53τ HNCC (13) + τ CCCC (26) + τ CNCC (16) + γ CCCC (26)39423 m-4254211.702.78731.62β ONC (26) + β NCN (29) + β CCC (17)40\--3683651.723.171126.43ν CN (40) + β CNC (16) + β ONO (11)41\--32832535.000.63286.68τ CNCC (10) + γ NCCC (28) + γ NCNC (15) + γ CCCC (23)42\--3073044.741.76919.64β NCN (21) + β CCC (45)43\--282280209.394.382719.20τ HNCC (84)44\--2052031.170.39482.09β ONC (13) + β CCC (11) + β NCC (62)45\--1901889.340.57817.51τ HCCC (76) + γ NCCC (13)46\--1821800.440.40629.32τ NCCC (24) + τ CNCC (13) + γ NCCC (15)\
+ γ CCCC (26)47\--1051040.220.964526.10τ NCCC (46) + τ CCCC (18) + γ NCCC (22)48\--61600.090.162424.41τ ONCC (90)[^3]Fig. 2The combined theoretical and experimental FTIR spectra of 2A3M5NP molecule.Fig. 2Fig. 3The combined theoretical and experimental FT-Raman spectra of 2A3M5NP molecule.Fig. 3

### 4.2.1. NH~2~ vibrations {#sec4.2.1}

The primary amines give rise to six modes of vibrations namely asymmetric stretching, symmetric stretching, deformation, rocking, wagging and torsional. In primary amine, the N--H stretching modes are expected in the region 3500-3300 cm^−1^ \[[@bib23],[@bib24]\]. The symmetric and asymmetric modes are associated with an empirical relationship [@bib25], and from this equation, it is confirmed that the asymmetric mode is always higher in wavenumber than the symmetric mode of vibration.

In the present study, the asymmetric N--H stretching mode of vibration is observed at 3451 cm^−1^ in FTIR with very strong intensity while in FT-Raman spectrum, the peak is observed with very weak intensity at 3456 cm^−1^. The symmetric N--H stretching mode of vibration is observed at 3320 cm^−1^in FTIR with strong intensity. The NH~2~ deformation or scissoring mode of vibration usually falls in the range 1650--1580 cm^−1^ \[[@bib25],[@bib26]\]. In case of 4-amino-2-methylquinoline, the vibrational mode at 1659 cm^−1^ is assigned to NH~2~ deformation mode [@bib27]. In the present work, the very strong intensity absorption peak observed at 1652 cm^−1^ in FTIR and 1661 cm^−1^in FT-Raman are assigned to NH~2~ deformation modes. The corresponding calculated wavenumbers agree well with the observed ones. The NH~2~ rocking mode is observed at 1036 cm^−1^ in FTIR and at 1054 cm^−1^ in FT-Raman. The NH~2~ wagging mode usually appears to be in the range from 910 cm^−1^ to 665 cm^−1^ \[[@bib28],[@bib29]\]~.~ In present work, the NH~2~ wagging mode and the NH~2~ twisting mode are absent in both FTIR and FT-Raman spectra. The wagging mode is assigned to 282 cm^−1^ from the DFT computed result.

### 4.2.2. CH~3~ vibrations {#sec4.2.2}

The methyl group is associated with seven vibrational modes namely asymmetric stretching, symmetric stretching, asymmetric deformation, symmetric deformation, rocking, wagging and twisting. The absorption of methyl group results in a medium to strong intensity bands in the region 3000-2800 cm^−1^ for both IR and FT-Raman [@bib25]. The asymmetric C--H stretching is expected in the region 3010-2900 cm^−1^ whereas, the symmetric C--H stretching around 2950-2850 cm^−1^ [@bib30]. The position of the symmetric C--H stretching may change due to the presence of the adjacent group in the molecule and the presence of electronegative atoms or groups adjacent can alter the methyl symmetric band significantly [@bib25]. In 4-Bromomethyl-5-methyl-1,3-dioxol-2-one, CH vibrational modes occur at 3034 cm^−1^, 2927 cm^−1^ in FTIR and at 3035cm^−1^, 2924 cm^−1^ in FT-Raman are assigned to asymmetric C--H stretching vibrations [@bib31]. In the present work, medium intensity FTIR absorption peaks at 2943 cm^−1^ and 2915 cm^−1^ and very weak intensity FT-Raman absorption peaks at 2946 cm^−1^ and 2916 cm^−1^ are assigned to asymmetric CH~3~ stretching mode and the medium intensity FTIR absorption peak at 2857 cm^−1^ is assigned to symmetric CH~3~ stretching mode. The asymmetric methyl deformation modes occur in the region 1470-1400 cm^−1^ with medium to strong intensity whereas, the symmetric CH~3~ deformation modes are expected near 1370 cm^−1^ [@bib24]. In the present work, the strong intensity absorption peak arises at 1481 cm^−1^ in FTIR and the medium intense peak at 1476 cm^−1^ in FT-Raman are assigned to asymmetric methyl group deformation modes. The medium intense peak at 1422 cm^−1^ in FTIR and 1415 cm^−1^ in FT-Raman are assigned to symmetric methyl group deformation modes of vibration. The shift in the frequency is due to the presence of the amine and nitro group within the molecule. The CH~3~ rocking and wagging modes are assigned from the DFT computed wavenumbers. These assignments are compared with literatures \[[@bib32], [@bib33], [@bib34]\].

### 4.2.3. NO~2~ vibrations {#sec4.2.3}

The nitro group attached to the pyridine ring constitutes asymmetric stretching, symmetric stretching, deformation, wagging, rocking, twisting modes of vibrations. The asymmetric and symmetric stretching modes of nitro group are expected in the regions 1570-1485 cm^−1^ and 1370-1320 cm^−1^ respectively [@bib25]. From literature, the asymmetric modes are found around 1530 cm^−1^ whereas the symmetric stretching mode are observed around 1350 cm^−1^ in FTIR as well as in FT-Raman spectrum \[[@bib35], [@bib36], [@bib37]\]. The methyl group which is a part of the molecular system acts as an electron donating group and further leads to some shifts in vibrational modes of nitro group [@bib37].

In the present work, the asymmetric stretching of nitro group is observed as strong intensity band at 1586 cm^−1^ in FTIR and at 1580 cm^−1^ in FT-Raman spectrum. The symmetric stretching mode is observed at 1346 cm^−1^ and 1351 cm^−1^ in FTIR and FT-Raman spectrum respectively. The deformation mode of nitro group is expected around 850 cm^−1^. Here, the NO~2~ deformation modes are assigned to 824 cm^−1^ in FTIR and 828 cm^−1^ in FT-Raman spectrum. The NO~2~ wagging mode is observed at 742 cm^−1^ in FTIR. A strong intense absorption peak found in FTIR spectrum is assigned to the rocking mode of NO~2~. The twisting mode is very difficult to find out in both the FTIR and FT-Raman spectra and hence they are predicted from DFT calculations. All the vibrational modes are compared with the theoretical frequencies calculated from DFT.

### 4.2.4. C--H vibrations {#sec4.2.4}

The C--H stretching vibrations of aromatic compounds show absorption bands in the region 3100-3000 cm^−1^ [@bib25]. The band in this region is not affected by the nature of substituents. According to the literature survey, the FTIR spectrum shows a medium to strong intensity bands whereas the FT-Raman spectrum shows strong intensity bands. In this work, the molecule 2A3M5NP consists of two C--H groups in the ring corresponding to two C--H stretching modes, two in-plane bending modes and two out of plane bending modes of vibrations respectively. The medium and strong intensity absorption peaks located at 3262 cm^−1^ and 3127 cm^−1^ in FTIR spectrum is assigned to C--H stretching vibrations. These modes are absent in FT-Raman spectrum. The increase in the wavenumber is due to the inductive/mesomeric effect of the substituent in the ring. The C--H in-plane bending vibrations for pyridine compound are expected in the regions 1300-1180 cm^−1^ and 1100-1000 cm^−1^ [@bib38]. A medium intensity FTIR peak at 1290 cm^−1^, 1105 cm^−1^ and strong intensity FT-Raman peaks at 1296 cm^−1^, 1104 cm^−1^ are assigned to C--H in-plane bending vibrations and these modes are exactly agreeing with the theoretically calculated wavenumbers 1285 cm^−1^ and 1116 cm^−1^. The number of adjacent hydrogens in the aromatic ring decides the number of C--H out of plane bending modes. These C--H out of plane bending modes of pyridine ring are located in the region 1000 to 700 cm^−1^ [@bib39]. The experimental FTIR peak at 916 cm^−1^ and FT-Raman peaks at 958 cm^−1^ are assigned to C--H out of plane bending vibrations.

### 4.2.5. C--C, C--N, C--NH~2~, C--CH~3~, C--NO~2~ vibrations {#sec4.2.5}

The interaction between ring C--C and C--N stretching vibrations results in two strong to medium intense absorption peaks about 100 cm^−1^ apart. The separation of C--N vibrational modes is simply a difficult task because it intermixes with other C--C vibrational modes [@bib29]. For pyridine molecule, these vibrational modes occur over the regions 1615-1575 cm^−1^ and 1520-1465 cm^−1^ [@bib40]. In the present work, there are no significant absorption peaks due to the substitutions. All the C--C and C--N stretching modes were calculated from DFT results. The stretching C--NH~2~ vibrations appeared at 1341 cm^−1^ in FT-Raman spectrum with medium intensity. The in-plane C--NH~2~ bending mode has appeared at 423 cm^−1^ of FTIR spectrum. The stretching C--CH~3~ vibrations appeared at 1263 cm^−1^ in FTIR spectrum with medium intensity. All the assignments agree well with literature values \[[@bib34], [@bib41]\].

### 4.2.6. Ring breathing vibration {#sec4.2.6}

The ring breathing of pyridine and pyridine derivatives is found in the region 900-750 cm^−1^ [@bib34]. In the present work, the vibrational mode observed at 768 cm^−1^in FTIR is assigned to ring breathing mode. The error distribution of the scaled, calculated vibrational frequencies and experimentally observed frequencies were given with the help of histogram. By implementing different scaling factors for different functional groups leads to minimizing the errors between scaled and experimental frequencies. The root-mean square (RMS) deviation is evaluated and the correlation coefficient R is calculated for the compound. These RMS value helps to understand the appreciable errors between theoretical and experimental wavenumbers.$${\text{RMS~\!} = \text{~\!}\frac{1}{\text{n} - 1}\sum\limits_{\text{i}}^{\text{n}}\left( \vartheta_{\text{i}}^{\text{cal}} - \vartheta_{\text{i}}^{\text{exp}} \right)}^{2}$$

An error of 14.33 for FTIR and 8.01 for FT-Raman data is observed from RMS value and the error may be due to the fact that the experimental data is taken in solid phase whereas the computed data is in the gaseous phase. The correlation diagram of FTIR and FT-Raman is given in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 4The correlation diagram for the experimental and theoretical wavenumbers of 2A3M5NP molecule.Fig. 4

4.3. Natural bonding orbital analysis {#sec4.3}
-------------------------------------

Natural bonding orbital (NBO) analysis provides an efficient theoretical information about intra and intermolecular charge transfer (ICT) and a valuable information about conjugation and hyperconjugation of the molecular system. The analysis also provides the nature of bonds and their hybridization based on the electron occupancy between the corresponding bonds [@bib42]. The delocalization effect of the electrons in the molecular system can be identified by analysing the second order perturbation results provided by the NBO 3.1 program [@bib43]. The Fock matrix analysis provides the information about donor-acceptor orbitals interaction and their stabilization energies and the energy E (2) represents the off-diagonal NBO Fock matrix element$$E\left( 2 \right) = \ \Delta E_{ij} = q_{i}\frac{\left( F_{ij} \right)^{2}}{\left( E_{j} - E_{i} \right)}$$where q~i~ is the donor orbital occupancy, F~ij~ is the donor-acceptor interaction and E~j~ and E~i~ are the donor and the acceptor orbital energies respectively. The π type orbitals are weaker than the σ type orbitals resulting in lowering of electron occupancy with associated atoms [@bib44]. Second order perturbation theory analysis of Fock matrix of 2A3M5NP using NBO analysis is presented in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}.Table 4Second order perturbation theory analysis of Fock matrix on NBO basis for 2A3M5NP at B3LYP/cc-pVTZ basis set.Table 4Donor (i)ED/eAcceptor (j)[a](#tbl4fna){ref-type="table-fn"}E^(2)^ kcal/mol[b](#tbl4fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}E(j)-E(i) a.u.[c](#tbl4fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}F (i,j) a.u.σ (N1--C2)1.98266σ\* (C2--C3)2.251.320.049σ\* (C3--C10)2.381.210.048σ\* (C6--H18)2.291.240.048σ\* (N7--H9)2.091.240.045π (N1--C2)1.67863π\* (C3--C4)9.150.330.05π\* (C5--C6)33.560.320.093σ (N1--C6)1.98356σ\* (C2--N7)4.131.280.065σ\* (C5--N15)2.981.130.053σ (C2--C3)1.97574σ\* (C3--C4)2.071.260.046σ\* (C4--H14)3.221.120.054σ\* (N7--H8)2.321.110.046σ (C2--N7)1.99088σ\* (N1--C6)2.831.370.056σ (C3--C4)1.97354σ\* (C2--C3)2.021.210.044σ\* (C2--N7)3.881.160.06σ\* (C4--C5)2.31.250.048σ\* (C5--N15)4.351.010.06π (C3--C4)1.70667π\* (N1--C2)28.120.260.08π\* (C5--C6)14.670.280.058π\* (C10--H11)3.030.630.042π\* (C10--H13)3.220.630.043σ (C3--C10)1.98182σ\* (N1--C2)3.451.150.056σ\* (C3--C4)2.131.20.045σ\* (C4--C5)2.891.170.052σ (C4--C5)1.97639σ\* (C3--C4)2.21.270.047σ\* (C3--C10)4.581.090.063σ\* (C5--C6)3.231.240.057σ\* (C6--H18)2.251.130.045σ\* (N15--O16)2.311.140.046σ (C4--H14)1.97356σ\* (C2--C3)5.071.020.064σ\* (C5--C6)4.551.060.062σ (C4--C6)1.98293σ\* (C4--C5)3.281.240.057σ\* (C4--H14)2.531.140.048σ\* (N15--O17)2.341.150.047π (C5--C6)1.64619π\* (N1--C2)11.950.260.051π\* (C3--C4)23.410.30.076π\* (N15--O16)28.90.150.064σ (C5--N15)1.9896σ\* (N1--C6)1.71.330.042σ\* (C3--C4)1.741.350.043σ\* (C4--C5)0.731.320.028σ\* (C5--C6)0.611.330.026σ (C6--H18)1.97543σ\* (N1--C2)6.011.030.07σ\* (C4--C5)4.61.040.062σ (N7--H8)1.98863σ\* (C2--C3)4.671.160.066σ (N7--H9)1.98802σ\* (N1--C2)3.881.190.061σ (C10--H11)1.97911σ\* (C3--C4)2.451.070.046σ\* (C3--C4)3.240.540.04σ (C10--H12)1.98696σ\* (C2--C3)5.4410.067σ (C10--H13)1.97859σ\* (C3--C4)2.31.070.044σ\* (C3--C4)3.310.540.04σ (N15--O16)1.99563σ\* (C4--C5)1.151.590.038π (N15--O16)1.98639π\* (C5--C6)3.070.450.036π\* (N15--O16)7.820.320.054σ (N15--O17)1.99589σ\* (C5--C6)1.041.590.037σ\* (C5--N15)0.511.350.024n (N1)1.90505σ\* (C2--C3)13.140.840.095σ\* (C2--N7)40.790.051σ\* (C5--C6)11.220.880.09σ\* (C6--H18)3.940.760.05n (N7)1.76357π\* (N1--C2)47.020.280.108n (O16)1.97976σ\* (C5--N15)4.691.070.065σ\* (N15--O17)2.841.210.053n (O16)1.89609σ\* (C5--N15)14.70.560.081σ\* (N15--O17)19.50.70.106n (O17)1.97983σ\* (C5--N15)4.611.070.064σ\* (N15--O16)2.811.210.053n (O17)1.89652σ\* (C5--N15)14.690.570.081σ\* (N15--O16)19.330.710.106n (O17)1.46425π\* (N15--O16)160.850.140.139[^4][^5][^6]

In the present work, the electron occupancy of σ bonds and π bonds are in the range of 1.97354e to 1.99589e and 1.64619e to 1.98639e for 2A3M5NP molecule. The Lewis bonding donor orbital π(N1--C2) interacts with non-Lewis anti-bonding acceptor orbital π\*(C5--C6) with a strong delocalization energy of 33.56 kcal/mol rather than π\*(C3--C4) orbital. The bonding orbital π(C5--C6) interacts with non-bonding orbital π\*(N15--O16) with greater stabilization energy of 28.90 kcal/mol. The Lewis bonding donor orbital π(C3--C4) interacts with non-Lewis anti-bonding acceptor orbitals π\*(N1--C2) and π\*(C5--C6) with a delocalization energy of 28.12 kcal/mol and 14.67 kcal/mol respectively. The delocalization of electrons favours π\*(N1--C2) greatly due to the presence of electronegative atom. Concerning about the lone pair electrons delocalization, the lone pair electrons of the amine group nitrogen n (N7) leads to a strong interaction with π\*(N1--C2) with a strong stabilization energy of 47.02 kcal/mol. In the nitro group, the lone pair electrons of n (O17) lead to a strong interaction with π\*(N15--O16) with a strong delocalization energy of 160.85 kcal/mol. The positive (+M) and negative (-M) mesomeric effect of the amine group and the nitro group act as an electron donor and electron acceptor respectively [@bib45]. The nitrogen of nitro group act as an electron sink, showing a maximum electron occupancy.

4.4. UV-visible analysis {#sec4.4}
------------------------

The time dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) is applied to investigate the excited state properties of the molecular system. The electronic absorption spectrum of 2A3M5NP was simulated with TD-DFT with B3LYP/cc-pVTZ basis set with ethanol as solvent. The combined experimental and computed UV-Visible absorption spectra of 2A3M5NP is given in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The experimental spectrum shows the absorption peaks at 220 nm and 345 nm which correspond to π → π\* and n → π\* transitions respectively. The computed spectra show the absorption peaks appeared at 253 nm and 350 nm with an excitation energy of 4.88 eV and 3.54 eV respectively. In [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}, the computed results of absorption spectrum are tabulated along with excited energies and oscillator strengths.Fig. 5The observed and calculated absorbance spectra of 2A3M5NP molecule in ethanol.Fig. 5Table 5The calculated and experimental UV-visible parameters of 2A3M5NP molecule.Table 5Experimental Wavelength λ (nm) in ethanolTransitionCalculated with B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level in ethanolλ max (nm)Excitation energy (eV)f (Oscillator strength)220π → π\*253.624.88860.1814345n → π\*350.033.54210.3545

4.5. Frontier molecular orbital analysis {#sec4.5}
----------------------------------------

The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) are termed as the frontier molecular orbitals (FMO). The HOMO is logically viewed as nucleophilic or electron donating orbital and directly related to the ionization potential, while the LUMO is electrophilic and electron accepting orbitals related to the electron affinity of the molecule \[[@bib46], [@bib47]\]. Especially for conjugated molecules, the information about the frontier molecular orbitals helps to know the charge transfer between the electron donor group and electron acceptor group through the π-conjugated path [@bib48]. [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} depicts the HOMO and LUMO plots of 2A3M5NP molecule. The electronic transport property of the molecule is governed by the energy difference between the HOMO and LUMO orbitals. The energy gap of 2A3M5NP is found to be 4.3692 eV. In HOMO-LUMO plot, the red colour represents the positive phase of the orbital and the green colour represents the negative phase of the orbital. In HOMO, the electrons are fully localized on the entire amine group. A partial localization of electrons was seen on pyridine ring, methyl group and nitro group. The nitro group nitrogen (N15) is entirely free from electron localization. In LUMO, the localization of electrons is found on the entire nitro group. A partial localization is found on pyridine ring and amine group. The methyl group is free from the electron localization. The knowledge of the frontier molecular orbitals helps us to know about the chemical reactivity and stability of the molecule. The stability of the molecule plays an important role in bio-medically important drug designing. The difference between the E~HOMO~ and E~LUMO~ is termed as the energy gap of the molecule. A smaller energy gap leads to the molecule to be less stable and more reactive while large energy gap leads to more stable and less reactive system [@bib49].Fig. 6The frontier molecular orbitals of 2A3M5NP molecule in ethanol.Fig. 6

From Koopman\'s theorem, the chemical reactive descriptors like, ionization potential (I = -E~HOMO~) = 6.6902 eV, electron affinity (A = -E~LUMO~) = 2.3210 eV, chemical hardness (η) = ½ (E~LUMO~-E~HOMO~) = 2.1846 eV, chemical potential (μ) = ½ (E~LUMO~ + E~HOMO~) = -4.5056 eV, electrophilicity index (ω) = (μ^2^/2η) = 4.6462 eV and electronegativity (χ) = (-μ) = 4.5056 eV of the molecule are evaluated by using E~HOMO~ and E~LUMO~ energies and are presented in [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}. [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the density of states (DOS) spectrum of the 2A3M5NP molecule. The DOS spectrum is generated using Gauss sum package [@bib50]. The DOS spectrum provides the visual understanding of occupied molecular orbitals and unoccupied molecular orbitals of the corresponding molecule.Table 6The chemical reactive descriptors of 2A3M5NP molecule.Table 6ParametersB3LYP/cc-pVTZ (in Vacuum)E~HOMO~ (eV)-6.6902E~LUMO~ (eV)-2.3210E~HOMO~ -- E~LUMO~ (eV)4.3692Ionization Potential \[I = -E~HOMO~\] (eV)6.6902Electron affinity \[A = -E~LUMO~\] (eV)2.3210Chemical hardness \[η = (I -- A)/2 \] (eV)2.1846Electronegativity \[ μ = -(I + A)/2 \] (eV)-4.5056Softness \[ξ = 1/2η\] (eV)0.2288Electrophilicity index \[ ω = μ^2^/2η \] (eV)4.6462Fig. 7The density of states spectrum of 2A3M5NP molecule.Fig. 7

4.6. Molecular electrostatic potential analysis {#sec4.6}
-----------------------------------------------

The molecular electrostatic potential (MEP), V(r) is the potential energy of a test proton located at a particular distance from the molecule. The MEP analysis is used to predict the shape, size and reactivity of the molecule in 3-dimensional representation using the interaction energy between the charge distribution of the molecule and the unit positive test charge located at a distance R~A~ [@bib51].$$V\left( r \right) = \sum\limits_{A}\frac{Z_{A}}{\left| R_{A} - r \right|} - \int^{}\frac{\rho\left( r^{'} \right)}{\left| r^{'} - r \right|}dr'$$where Z~A~ represents the charge of the nucleus A located at a distance of R~A~ and ρ(r') represents the charge density at the point r'. The MEP analysis helps us to understand the molecular properties, charge density and relative polarity of the molecule in a visual way. The colour codes represent the positive and negative potential on the molecular surface. The red colour denotes the maximum negative potential region whereas the blue colour denotes the maximum positive potential region of the molecule. The colour green represents the zero potential areas of the corresponding molecule. Here, the 3D molecular electrostatic potential mapping of 2A3M5NP is presented in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. The oxygen atoms O16 and O17 of nitro group acquire a maximum negative potential and make the site as a nucleophilic attack region. The (--M) mesomeric effect of nitro group results the region with more electronic charge leads to red in colour. On the other hand, the hydrogens H8 and H9 of amine group show the maximum positive potential region and leads to a probable electrophilic attack region with a blue colour surrounding. The delocalization of the electrons inside the pyridine ring is clearly demonstrated by the greenish colour of the molecule.Fig. 8a) The total electron density surface mapping of 2A3M5NP molecule. b) The contour mapping of 2A3M5NP molecule. c) The electrostatic potential surface of 2A3M5NP.Fig. 8

5. Conclusion {#sec5}
=============

The molecular geometry optimization of 2A3M5NP compound is carried out using DFT/B3LYP method with 6-311G (d,p), 6-311G++ (d,p) and cc-pVTZ basis sets. The optimized parameters like bond distances and bond angles of the compound are calculated. The vibrational analysis of the compound is performed for the minimum energy and the computed wavenumbers are compared with the experimental wavenumbers. The UV-Visible spectrum of the molecule is investigated and the absorption peaks are found at 220 nm and 345 nm and correspond to π → π\* and n → π\* transitions respectively. The NBO analysis provides the intra molecular charge transfer of the molecule. The amine group act as an electron-donor whereas the nitro group act as an electron-acceptor. The energy gap between the LUMO (Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital) and HOMO (Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital) is observed as 4.3692 eV. The chemical reactive descriptors are analysed from frontier molecular orbital (FMO) analysis. The reactive sites of 2A3M5NP is analysed by molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) mapping results the oxygens O16 and O17 are nucleophilic sites. The present investigation provides the complete structural information and vibrational analysis of 2A3M5NP compound which may useful for further studies.
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[^1]: Ref [@bib19].

[^2]: Ref [@bib19].

[^3]: vs -- very strong, s -- strong, m -- medium, w - weak, vw -- very weak, b -- broad, ν -- stretching, ν~as\ --~ asymmetric stretching, ν~s~-- symmetric stretching, β-in plane bending, τ-torsional, γ-out of plane bending, δ-scissoring/deformation, ω -- wagging.

[^4]: E ^(2)^ means energy for hyperconjugative energy (stabilization energy).

[^5]: Energy difference between donor (i) and acceptor (j) NBO orbitals.

[^6]: F (i,j) is the Fock matrix element between i & j NBO orbitals.
